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Abstract The first neutron star (NS) merger observed by advanced LIGO and Virgo, GW170817, and its
fireworks of electromagnetic counterparts across the entire electromagnetic spectrum marked the beginning
of multi-messenger astronomy and astrophysics with gravitational waves. The ultraviolet, optical, and near-
infrared emission was consistent with being powered by the radioactive decay of nuclei synthesized in the
merger ejecta by the rapid neutron capture process (r-process). Starting from an outline of the inferred
properties of this ‘kilonova’ emission, I discuss possible astrophysical sites for r-process nucleosynthesis in
NS mergers, arguing that the heaviest r-process elements synthesized in this event most likely originated
in outflows from a post-merger accretion disk. I compare the inferred properties of r-process element
production in GW170817 to current observational constraints on galactic heavy r-process nucleosynthesis
and discuss challenges merger-only models face in explaining the r-process content of our galaxy. Based on
the observational properties of GW170817 and recent theoretical progress on r-process nucleosynthesis in
collapsars, I then show how GW170817 points to collapsars as the dominant source of r-process enrichment
in the Milky Way. These rare core-collapse events arguably better satisfy existing constraints and overcome
problems related to r-process enrichment in various environments that NS mergers face. Finally, I comment
on the universality of the r-process and on how variations in light r-process elements can be obtained both
in NS mergers and collapsars.
PACS.
1 Introduction
In 1957, based on latest abundance data by Suess and
Urey [1], Burbidge et al. [2] and Cameron [3,4] realized
that roughly half of the cosmic abundances of nuclei heav-
ier than iron are created by rapid neutron capture onto
light seed nuclei (‘the r-process’). These pioneering works
speculated that the high neutron fluxes required to enable
neutron captures to proceed much faster than β-decays
could be realized astrophysically in Type I and II super-
novae. However, despite decades of intense theoretical and
observational work, the cosmic origin of r-process elements
has remained an enduring mystery [5]. In particular, once
considered the leading paradigm for cosmic r-process nu-
cleosynthesis, hot outflows from a proto-neutron star in
core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) were later shown to
face serious theoretical issues [6,7,8,9,10] and have more
recently been disfavored by several observations that point
∗ Contribution to the Topical Issue “First joint gravitational
wave and electromagnetic observations: Implications for nu-
clear and particle physics” edited by David Blaschke, Monica
Colpi, Charles J. Horowitz, David Radice.
to a much rarer source of enrichment for heavy r-process
elements [11,12,13] (see Sec. 4 for more details).
Lattimer & Schramm (in 1974; [14,15]) proposed that
black-hole–neutron star (BH–NS) collisions give rise to
significant ejection1 of neutron-rich material whose dy-
namical expansion would provide a natural site for the
r-process. After the discovery of the Hulse-Taylor binary
pulsar [16], Symbalisty and Schramm [17] noted that the
inevitable collision as a result of the binary pulsar’s evo-
lution would lead to ejection of neutron-rich material, and
that such NS–NS collisions might account for the entire
r-process content of the galaxy. These and other pioneer-
ing works (e.g., [18,19]) were followed-up by first numer-
ical simulations of the merger process (e.g., [20,21,22,
23]), confirming the tidal ejection of neutron-rich mate-
rial. Based on these hydrodynamic results, it was then
realized with reaction network calculations that such ex-
tremely neutron-rich, tidally ejected matter with proton
(electron) fraction Ye . 0.1 would give rise to abundances
1 Interestingly, the amount of ejecta material they estimated
(∼ 0.05M) matches the amount of heavy r-process material
inferred from GW170817 (see Sec. 2).
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in good agreement with the solar r-process pattern for el-
ements beyond the second r-process peak (atomic mass
numbers A > 130) [24].
Precisely six decades after the pioneering works by
Burbidge et al. and Cameron, the first observed NS merger
GW170817 discovered by Advanced LIGO and Virgo [25]
provided the first direct observation of cosmic r-process
nucleosynthesis. The largest electromagnetic (EM) follow-
up campaign ever conducted located the merger in the
nearby SO galaxy NGC 4993 at only 40 Mpc distance [26,
27] and revealed EM counterparts across the entire EM
spectrum [28], which confirmed the association of binary
NS mergers with short gamma-ray bursts (GRBs). The
strong thermal ultraviolet (UV), optical, and near-infrared
(NIR) emission was consistent with being powered by the
radioactive decay of r-process nuclei synthesized in the
merger ejecta (see Sec. 2), the first unambiguous detec-
tion of a ‘kilonova’ [29,30,31] (see [32] for a summary on
kilonova emission models).
Not only did GW170817 mark the beginning of a new
era of multi-messenger astronomy and astrophysics with
gravitational waves, it also provided the first observa-
tional opportunity to test theoretical knowledge about
r-process nucleosynthesis and electromagnetic counter-
parts related to NS mergers that had been acquired
over the past decades. In this paper, I shall address the
quest for the cosmic origin of the heavy elements and
discuss implications of GW170817 and its kilonova for
the astrophysical site(s) of r-process nucleosynthesis.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, I briefly
review the electromagnetic observations of the GW170817
kilonova and its properties, which I will then attempt to
connect to specific ejecta components (astrophysical sites)
in Sec. 3. Section 4 compares this interpretation to exist-
ing constraints on heavy r-process nucleosynthesis, which
leads to a discussion of challenges that NS mergers face
in explaining galactic r-process enrichment (as the sole or
dominant source; Sec. 5). Given the inferred properties of
mass ejection in GW170817 and their interpretation, I will
then show how GW170817 points to collapsars as the main
contributor to the galactic r-process, compare r-process
nucleosynthesis in collapsars to existing constraints, and
illustrate how such enrichment events overcome problems
NS mergers face (Sec. 6). In Sec. 7, I discuss the role of
MHD supernovae, another type of rare core-collapse su-
pernovae and contender for r-process nucleosynthesis. Fi-
nally, I elaborate on how both the NS merger and collap-
sar scenario may account for observed variations in the
light r-process nuclei while preserving the observed quasi-
universal r-process pattern for heavy r-process elements
(Sec. 8). Conclusions are presented in Sec. 9.
2 EM observations: kilonova properties
First detected 11 hours after merger [26,27], the UV-
optical-NIR transient associated with GW170817 evolved
rapidly from blue colors with a spectral peak at optical
wavelengths on a timescale of a day to redder (NIR)
colors with a spectral peak around 1.5µm on a timescale
of several days to a week [33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,
42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50] (see [51] for a compilation
of observations from various groups and instruments).
The combination of a fast rise time of <11 h, subsequent
fast fading of &1 mag d−1, the rapid color evolution from
blue to red over four days, and the nearly featureless
smooth optical spectra at all epochs makes this transient
inconsistent with any previously observed astrophysical
transient (e.g., [40,52]).
This transient is consistent with current models for
thermal emission from kilonovae [33,34,35,36,37,38,39,
40,41,42,43,51]. In particular, the rapid rise and fade
matches expected kilonova peak timescales [32],
tpeak ∼ 1.6 d
(
Mej
10−2M
)1/2 ( vej
0.1c
)−1/2( κ
1 cm2g−1
)1/2
,
(1)
where Mej and vej denote the ejecta mass and velocity,
normalized to typical values expected for neutron star
mergers (see Sec. 3). The opacity κ of the ejecta mate-
rial depends on the lanthanide (and actinide) mass frac-
tion XLan. For opacities κ . 1 − 100 cm2g−1, representa-
tive of lanthanide-free to lanthanide-rich matter [31,53,54,
55], one obtains characteristic peak timescales of kilono-
vae between ∼1 day and ∼1 week, which roughly predicts
the observed peak timescales of this transient (e.g., [51]).
Furthermore, the featureless smooth optical spectra are
expected in kilonovae due to line blending resulting from
the high expansion speed of the ejecta’s photosphere of
up to several tenths of the speed of light ([33]; see also
Sec. 3). Broad features in the NIR spectra starting at
1.4 − 2.4 d post-merger have been interpreted as absorp-
tion features due to lanthanide nuclei synthesized in the
merger ejecta (e.g., [53,35,56,42]). Finally, the bolomet-
ric lightcurve around peak light is roughly consistent with
the ∝ t−1.3 decrease expected from radioactive heating of
newly synthesized r-process nuclei [31,57]; this inference
can be made due to Arnett’s law, according to which the
bolometric luminosity at peak light is proportional to the
heating rate [58,59].
Kilonova parameters
The wealth of observational data from this event is consis-
tent with a multiple-component kilonova (‘blue-red’ kilo-
nova). The observed lightcurves and spectra are simulta-
neously well fit by a two- or three-component kilonova
model, in which a low-opacity, lanthanide-free component
generated the early blue emission, while a high-opacity,
lanthanide-bearing component is responsible for the red
emission that peaked on a timescale of a week [33,34,56,
51,35,36,43,38,39,42,44,60,61] (however, see [38,62,63,
64] and below for different approaches). The ejecta param-
eters for the blue component as inferred by the aforemen-
tioned papers are vej ≈ 0.2−0.3c, Mej ≈ 1−2×10−2M,
and XLan . 10−4, while the red component requires vej ≈
0.07−0.14c, Mej ≈ 4−6×10−2M, and XLan = 0.01−0.1.
For the purpose of this discussion we choose the nominal
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values by [34,56,35,51],
vej,blue = 0.27c, Mej,blue = 0.016M, XLan,blue . 10−4,
vej,red = 0.1c, Mej,red = 0.05M, XLan,red = 10−2,
(2)
with uncertainties defined by the above mentioned param-
eter ranges. While those may reasonably well cover the un-
certainties in the velocities and lanthanide mass fractions,
the ejecta masses likely come with larger uncertainties (see
below).
There have also been attempts to interpret the
GW170817 kilonova with single-component models [38,
62,63]. Such models require a small but finite lanthanide
mass fraction XLan ≈ 10−3, which, in turn, requires a
fine-tuned distribution in electron fraction sharply peaked
around Ye = 0.25 [65,66]. This is in conflict with Ye distri-
butions from numerical simulations of the NS merger and
post-merger phase, which show that ejecta components
give rise to fairly broad distributions in electron fraction
([67,68,69,70,71]; see Sec. 3 for more details). Alterna-
tively, such a lanthanide fraction could be obtained by
mixing of lanthanide-rich and lanthanide-poor material in
just the right amount if ejection of material still proceeds
on the timescale ∼ 1 s of the r-process (such that mixing
can occur after the r-process has concluded; see also the
discussion in Ref. [72]). However, this scenario seems
unlikely, as it requires fine-tuning regarding the relative
amount of ejecta material to be mixed as well as special
conditions under which the ejection of material proceeds.
Uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties in the ejecta masses not consid-
ered in the observational analyses arise from geometric
and multi-dimensional effects, and uncertainties in the
radioactive heating rate as well as the thermalization
efficiency of the radioactive decay products. Geometric
and multi-dimensional radiation transport effects may
well lead to order-unity uncertainties. While those effects
have been investigated to some degree [73,74], they
have not yet been explored extensively in the context of
GW170817 (however, see [35,60,64]). Geometric effects
due to deviations from spherical symmetry have been
estimated to result in mass uncertainties by a factor . 2
[35]. The radioactive heating rate for ‘blue’ (lanthanide-
free) kilonova ejecta (mean electron fraction Ye > 0.25)
is uncertain by a factor of a few due to the dominance
of single isotopes [65], its thermalization efficiency is
relatively robust [31,75]. For ‘red’ (lanthanide-bearing)
kilonova ejecta (mean electron fraction Ye < 0.25), the
radioactive heating rate is fairly robust [31,76,65], while
the thermalization efficiency is uncertain up to a factor
of a few or more at late times [75,77]. The latter mostly
results from the sensitivity to the precise amount of
translead nuclei being synthesized in the outflow (which
also depends on the nuclear mass model), as translead
nuclei emit a larger fraction of radioactive energy through
α-decay and fission, which thermalizes more efficiently
than energy from β-decays [75]. Uncertainties in the total
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Figure 1. Dynamical ejecta masses and velocities from vari-
ous binary neutron star merger simulations encompassing dif-
ferent numerical techniques, various equations of state, binary
binary mass ratios 0.65 − 1.0, effects of neutrinos and mag-
netic fields [88,89,67,83,68], together with the corresponding
ejecta parameters inferred from the ‘blue’ and ‘red’ kilonova of
GW170817 (see the text for details). Also shown for compari-
son is the parameter range for post-merger disk ejecta (see the
text for details).
ejecta mass of GW170817 considering thermalization
efficiency, composition, and mass model are found to be of
a factor .2 [78]. Overall, this motivates at least a factor
of two uncertainty in the ejecta masses of the individual
components, which we shall adopt for the discussion here
(see below and Figs. 1 and 3).
3 Interpretation of the GW170817 kilonova
In the light of the kilonova parameters discussed above,
we turn to the question of what these observations imply
for the astrophysical site of the r-process in NS mergers.
We shall focus here on binary NS mergers, although the
possibility of a BH–NS merger is also briefly discussed
below.
Numerical simulations of the binary NS merger and
post-merger phase have revealed several types of neutron-
rich ejecta over the last two decades, which we shall briefly
discuss in the context of GW170817: dynamical ejecta
including tidal and shock-heated components [22,23,79,
80], neutrino-driven and magnetically driven winds from
a (meta-)stable remnant NS [81,82,83,84], and outflows
from a post-merger neutrino-cooled accretion disk [85,86,
87]. In a typical NS merger event, all of these processes
are at play to some extend, giving rise to ejecta mate-
rial with different properties (amount of ejected material,
composition, velocities); therefore, in principle, kilonovae
with multiple components are naturally expected, which
further motivates the multi-component interpretation of
the GW170817 kilonova discussed above.
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Dynamical ejecta
During the merger process, on timescales of ∼ ms, tidal
forces tear off matter from the surfaces of the approaching
neutron stars, giving rise to tidal debris streams with
ejecta material mostly concentrated in the equatorial
plane [80,90,68]. Such tidal debris is composed of unpro-
cessed, cold NS material with very low electron (proton)
fraction Ye < 0.1, which results in a non-negligible lan-
thanide mass fraction Xlan after undergoing the r-process
[65]. As the NSs collide kinetic energy is converted into
thermal energy through shock heating at the contact
interface between the two stars. Such shock heating, aided
by pulsations of the newly-formed double-core structure,
squeezes additional material into polar (low-density)
regions, giving rise to a spherical ejecta structure [88,80,
90,68]. The shock-heated component generally extends
to higher velocities [91,89,88,67] and some material may
overtake the tidal component ejected earlier; this can
lead to interaction and partial reprocessing of the tidal
ejecta by weak reactions that slightly raise the electron
fraction of the affected tidal material to Ye ≈ 0.1 [68].
Dynamical ejecta is typically characterized by ejecta
masses Mej = 10
−4 − 10−2M and average velocities on
the order of the NS escape speed, 0.15 − 0.3 c [88,89,92,
90,67,93,83,68] (see Fig. 1 for a compilation of results
from recent binary NS merger simulations). A small
fraction of the shock-heated ejecta (typically ∼ 10−6M)
is accelerated to &0.6 c, which can produce a bright radio
transient on timescales of weeks to months or years after
merger [89,94,68] and give rise to a freeze-out of free
neutrons that could power a ‘neutron precursor’ (blue
thermal emission at timescales of hours after merger)
[95]. The shock-heated ejecta is composed of hot material
that has been reprocessed by weak interactions to typical
average electron fractions above the critical threshold
Ye = 0.25 [65] for lanthanide production, and is sensitive
to the details of neutrino transport [96,90,67,68].
The overall r-process nucleosynthesis signature of dy-
namical ejecta and the question of whether it gives rise
to a fast blue (lanthanide-free) or fast red (lanthanide-
bearing) kilonova depends on the relative mass contribu-
tion of the tidal and shock-heated components, which, in
turn, mostly depends on the binary mass ratio and the
equation of state (EOS). For a given EOS, tuning the bi-
nary mass ratio q = M2/M1 < 1 away from unity gen-
erally enhances the tidal torque on the lighter compan-
ion and thus leads to increased tidal ejecta, while reduc-
ing the shock-heated component (as the lighter compan-
ion becomes tidally elongated it seeks to avoid the colli-
sion) [89,88,92,97,67]; this can change the mean Ye from
>0.25 to <0.25 (see, e.g., [67]) and thus the nature of the
kilonova component from blue to red. For a given binary
mass ratio, changing the EOS from stiff (large NS radii)
to soft (small NS radii) enhances the shock-heated compo-
nent while reducing the tidal component [89,88,92,98,67].
This is because tidal forces are smaller for less extended
objects and NSs with smaller radii approach even closer
and thus collide with higher velocities, thereby enhancing
the shock power and, as a consequence, the shock-heated
ejecta mass. Finally, the observational detection as a blue
vs. red kilonova also depends on the geometry (viewing an-
gle), as, e.g., tidal ejecta with its higher opacity can block
blue emission from the interior on timescales of interest in
equatorial directions.
Figure 1 shows a compilation of dynamical ejecta
properties from recent binary NS merger simulations
in comparison to the GW170817 kilonova properties
discussed above. The simulations shown here include
different numerical techniques (smoothed-particle hy-
drodynamics with approximate treatment of general
relativity [88] and several grid-based numerical relativity
codes [89,67,83,68]), various different EOS (including
realistic EOS with full temperature and composition
dependence), different binary mass ratios q = 0.65 − 1.0.
Some simulations additionally include weak interactions
with different approximations to neutrino transport [67,
68], or effects of magnetic fields [83]. The ejecta in some
of the latter simulations contain contributions from early
epochs of either neutrino-driven or magnetically driven
winds (see below), which tend to decrease the overall
mean ejecta velocity.
The blue kilonova properties are in tension (or at least
only marginally consistent) with dynamical ejecta param-
eters (cf. Fig. 1). The GW170817 blue ejecta mass scale of
∼10−2M can be reached by nearly-equal mass binaries
and soft EOSs with very small NS radii (< 11 − 12 km)
only in very few singular cases [89,88,92,67,83]; however,
see [68] who do not find such high ejecta masses for a sim-
ilar setup (e.g., SFHo with 1.35M NSs). Additionally,
if one accepts the need for a massive post-merger accre-
tion disk in order to explain the overall ejecta mass of
GW170817 (see below), some EOS under which such high
shock-heated ejecta masses are obtained (e.g., APR4, [89,
83]) are disfavored [99]. This mass scale is instead more
easily reached by a significant tidal component in asym-
metric binaries with binary mass ratio significantly differ-
ent from 1.0 [89,88,67], which, however, would turn the
kilonova red (note, e.g., the drop in mean Ye from 0.3
(SFHo 1.35-1.35) to 0.16 (SFHo 1.25-1.45) in [67]).
The red kilonova properties are clearly in tension with
dynamical ejecta parameters, even with generous error
bars on the inferred ejecta mass (cf. Fig. 1). While simi-
larly high ejecta masses have been obtained for extreme
mass ratios and peculiar NS masses [92], such ejecta be-
ing of dynamical origin would be too fast and therefore
inconsistent with the low velocity ≈ 0.1c inferred for the
red kilonova component.
Effects of spin. For NS with initial moderate dimen-
sionless (but astrophysically large2) spin χ ≈ 0.1 aligned
with the orbital angular momentum, the dynamical ejecta
masses typically decrease for equal-mass binaries with re-
spect to the irrotational case, while moderately enhancing
it for spins antialigned with the orbital angular momen-
tum [101,102,103,104]. Dynamical mass ejection is en-
hanced for cases in which tidal ejecta dominate, i.e., in
2 The largest NS spins among the binary neutron star sys-
tems known to merge within a Hubble time are χ . 0.04 after
accounting for spin-down until merger [100].
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asymmetric binaries [102,105]. In the latter case, the en-
hancement in ejecta mass is only very moderate, but can
reach up to a factor of 1.7 in special cases [102]. However,
this only enhances the amount of fast lanthanide-rich (red)
tidal ejecta, which does not help to reconcile dynamical
ejecta properties neither with the red nor blue kilonova
parameters.
Effects of eccentricity. Finally, we note that eccentric
mergers can enhance the dynamical ejecta masses signif-
icantly up to levels of ∼ 10−2M [106,96,107,108], with
typically decreasing ejecta masses as the eccentricity in-
creases [107,108]. Such eccentric binaries could result from
dynamical capture mergers in globular clusters as well as
in other dense stellar systems, in which neutron stars may
have large spins. NS spins in eccentric mergers have a
moderate to strong effect on mass ejection and can have
opposite effects on the total ejecta mass depending on ec-
centricity and spin orientation [107,108]. The dynamical
ejecta are dominated by tidal ejecta [108], and thus again
lead to fast red transients, in conflict with the GW170817
kilonova. Furthermore, the GW signal of GW170817 [25]
is consistent with a quasi-circular binary, without indica-
tions of significant eccentricity.
In conclusion, it appears likely that a moderate
amount of shock-heated ejecta (few × 10−3M) con-
tributed to the blue kilonova emission, but that a
possibly dominant amount of blue ejecta originated in
winds from the remnant NS (see below). The presence
of such a strong shock-heated component would favor a
nearly equal-mass merger and a soft EOS with small NS
radius < 11 − 12 km, which has important consequences
for the EOS and nuclear physics [109]. The tidal ejecta
component was probably of too small mass to be observed
as an independent fast red kilonova component, which is
consistent with the requirement of a nearly equal-mass
merger where this component is typically sub-dominant.
Winds from a remnant NS
If the total mass M1 + M2 of the binary does not exceed
a certain threshold mass, which is typically between 30%
to 60% higher than the maximum mass of non-rotating
NSs (depending on the compactness of the non-rotating
maximum-mass configuration) [110,111], the NS merger
does not lead to a prompt collapse to a BH, but instead
results in a hypermassive or supramassive NS that is tem-
porarily stable to collapse due to rapid (differential) rota-
tion and thermal effects [112,113,114,115]. Winds driven
off the surface of such a remnant on timescales of tens to
hundreds of ms represent an additional source of ejecta
material. Such winds can be driven by neutrinos from the
shock-heated hot (∼ 10 MeV) interior of the remnant by
reabsorption in a “gain” layer at the surface of the rem-
nant via charge-current interactions in a way similar to
neutrino-driven (thermal) winds in ordinary core-collapse
supernovae [81]. Such winds give rise to initial mass loss
rates of M˙ . 10−3M s−1 [81] and have meanwhile been
observed in dynamical merger simulations [90,67,96,68].
Magnetic field amplification in the interior of the rem-
nant due to differential rotation can also give rise to winds
launched from the surface [82,83,84], with typical initial
mass-loss rates of M˙ ∼ 10−3−10−2M s−1 [82]. The total
mass loss through both types of winds is then determined
by the minimum of the remnant lifetime (if metastable)
and the cooling timescale or the timescale for removal
of differential rotation (the latter are both ∼ 1 s). These
winds are typically slow (. 0.1c) and have a mean elec-
tron fraction Y¯e > 0.25, as the ejecta material is exposed
to strong neutrino emission that seeks to raise the electron
fraction to an equilibrium value Ye ≈ 0.5 [6]. Ref. [72] ar-
gues that the combination of the two processes, a neutrino-
heated, magnetically-accelerated wind, could lead to sub-
stantially increased mass loss rates and ejecta velocities.
For realistic lifetimes of 0.2−2 s of the remnant, magnetic
field strengths of B ∼ 1− 3× 1014 G and typical rotation
periods of ≈0.8 ms, this model simultaneously predicts ve-
locities ≈0.3c, ejecta masses ≈0.02M, and composition
Y¯e ≈ 0.25− 0.4 consistent with the blue kilonova compo-
nent of GW170817 [72]. Further studies are required to
explore this mechanism in more detail.
Another (perhaps more speculative) source of mass
ejection is due to viscous rearrangement of the merger
remnant [116,117]. However, the physical source of vis-
cosity assumed in these studies remains unclear, as the
interior of such remnants are stable against the magne-
torotational instability, which is usually invoked to give
rise to turbulence and effective viscosity in these systems.
Outflows from a post-merger accretion disk
After merger, a significant amount of material quickly cir-
cularizes around the remnant to form a neutrino-cooled
accretion disk [118,85,86,87,69,70,116,71]. While initial
two-dimensional simulations in Newtonian gravity with an
α-viscosity prescription to parametrize angular momen-
tum transport found comparatively small ejecta masses,
more recent simulations in full 3D and general relativity
including magnetic fields and self-consistent MHD turbu-
lence as well as neutrino cooling find that 30%−40% of the
original disk mass is ejected into unbound outflows [87,69,
70]. These outflows are launched as thermal winds from a
hot disk corona, which is the result of an imbalance be-
tween viscous heating from magnetohydrodynamic turbu-
lence and cooling via neutrino emission at higher latitudes
off the disk midplane [87,69]. Further acceleration due to
α-particle formation leads to an average outflow speed of
≈ 0.1c [87,69], with the bulk material distributed between
≈ (0.01− 0.25)c [69,70]. The composition of the outflows
is controlled by a self-regulation mechanism based on elec-
tron degeneracy in the inner part of the disk, which keeps
the mean electron fraction of the outflows Y¯e . 0.2 well
below the critical threshold for lanthanide and actinide
production on timescales of interest [87,69]. Detailed nu-
cleosynthesis calculations show that the production of the
full range of solar r-process abundances and abundances
in metal-poor stars in the halo of the Milky Way from the
first to the third peak can be explained [69,119,71].
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Figure 2. Overview of the phenomenology for binary neutron
star mergers, highlighting the most likely path for GW170817.
The requirement for a metastable supramassive or hypermas-
sive NS (SMNS/HMNS) of lifetime . 100 ms results from the
combined requirement to maximize the amount of lanthanide-
free ejecta by winds from such a remnant (in ord r to ex-
plain the blue kilonova emission of GW170817) and the need
for lanthanide-rich outflows from a massive post-merger ac-
cretion disk (in order to power the red kilonova emission of
GW170817; see the text for details; simulation snapshots cour-
tesy of W. Kastaun).
Large enough disk masses to explain the red kilo-
nova component of GW170817 require that the merger
event did not result in a prompt collapse to a BH,
but instead formed at least a temporarily-stable hy-
permassive NS [99,68]. Excluding prompt collapse,
recent simulations using various different EOS obtain
typical disk masses of 0.1M, with a spread between
0.02 − 0.24M [68]. This then translates into disk
outflows of Mej = 6× 10−3 − 0.1M with a typical value
of Mej ≈ 4 × 10−2M, consistent with the red kilonova
of GW170817. The lifetime of the remnant must not be
too long, however, as strong neutrino emission from the
remnant raises the electron fraction of the disk outflows
and can turn those outflows blue for lifetimes & 100 ms
[120,121,122]. Early non-axisymmetries in the remnant
structure may even enhance such blue outflows as a result
of inducing spiral waves in the surrounding accretion disk
[123]. It remains uncertain, however, whether such an
additional source of viscous ejecta would operate in the
presence of MHD-driven disk outflows.
In conclusion, outflows from the remnant neutrino-
cooled accretion disk provide a natural explanation for
the combination of the high ejecta mass, low ejecta ve-
locity, and low mean electron fraction of the red kilonova
component of GW170817 (Eq. 2), and thus for the site
of lanthanide production in GW170817. The requirement
of a metastable remnant NS also aligns with the need to
maximize the amount of shock-heated ejecta and with the
need for winds from a remnant to explain the properties
of the blue kilonova component (see above), which thus
combine to a consistent picture. The resulting merger phe-
nomenology is depicted in Fig. 2. The detailed properties
of winds from a remnant NS, however, remain largely un-
certain, and the origin of the blue ejecta requires further
investigation.
Could GW170817 have been a BH–NS merger?
While the presence of electromagnetic counterparts in as-
sociation with GW170817 necessitate matter and thus re-
quire at least one NS be present in the coalescing bi-
nary, the GW analysis alone could not rule out the pos-
sibility of a BH–NS merger [25]. The measured compo-
nent masses between 0.86 − 2.26M as well as the total
mass of the binary of 2.73 − 3.29M [25] are consistent
with known galactic BNS systems, which have component
masses 1.17 − 1.6M and total masses 2.57 − 2.88M
[124]. Combined with the fact that the measured compo-
nent masses are also significantly smaller than the BH
masses found in galactic binary systems [125,126], the
GW observations of GW170817 favor a binary NS sys-
tem. See Ref. [127], however, for a discussion of processes
that could form low-mass BHs. Regardless of astrophys-
ical arguments about the existence of low-mass NS–BH
systems, there is also an argument to be made based on
the kilonova of GW170817, which also favors a binary NS
system.
In BH–NS mergers, in which shock-heated ejecta
and winds from a remnant are absent, the only known
source of lanthanide-free (blue) ejecta are disk outflows
from a post-merger accretion disk around the final BH as
discussed above. As the dynamical BH-NS merger ejecta
would likely be too small to explain the red kilonova of
GW170817 [128], the post-merger accretion disk would
have to power both the lanthanide-free and lanthanide-
bearing component of GW170817. Recent simulations
of post-merger accretion disks in general-relativistic
magnetohydrodynamics, which capture MHD turbulence
to self-consistently describe angular momentum transport
and thus plasma heating, indeed find a fraction of ejecta
material with Ye & 0.25 being ejected in the outflows of
such accretion disks, mostly in polar directions [87,69,70,
71]. This is because in the non-degenerate, low-density
and high-entropy polar regions, e+e− pair creation is
enhanced, which, in turn, increases positron capture
e+ + n → p + ν¯e, thus increasing the proton fraction Ye.
However, we find substantial mixing in the outflows, such
that an angular dependence and thus a two-component
kilonova nature of the disk outflows is unlikely preserved
to large spatial scales [69] (but see [71]). Furthermore,
the amount of material with Ye & 0.25 would be too
small to explain the mass ratio between the blue and red
kilonova components of GW170817 [87,69,70]. Finally,
the velocity of such blue disk winds ∼ 0.1c would be
inconsistent with the high velocities v ≈ 0.3c for the
blue kilonova (Eq. (2)). Notwithstanding other lines of
arguments based on BH masses, the inferred kilonova
properties of GW170817 alone strongly disfavor a BH–NS
merger origin.
4 Implications and constraints on r-process
nucleosynthesis
In this section, we shall put the GW170817 kilonova ob-
servations and its interpretation into the broader context
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of galactic heavy r-process nucleosynthesis. Figure 3 com-
pares the lanthanide-bearing (red) kilonova of GW170817
with masses and uncertainties as discussed in Sec. 2 to
various constraints on galactic heavy r-process nucleosyn-
thesis.
The comparison in Fig. 3 is formulated in terms of r-
process mass ejected per enrichment event (being agnostic
about the nature of the actual astrophysical mechanism or
site) versus galactic or current/local (z = 0) volumetric
event rate. In computing the r-process ejecta masses, we
assume a solar r-process abundance pattern [132] starting
at mass number A = 69. We note that for this choice of
minimum atomic mass number and solar abundance pat-
tern, the lanthanide mass fraction is consistent with that
inferred for the red kilonova of GW170817. Volumetric
rates are converted into galactic rates, assuming ≈ 0.01
Milky-Way equivalent galaxies per Mpc−3 [133]. Shown
are the binary NS merger rate as measured by LIGO,
RBNS = 1540
+3200
−1220 Gpc
−3yr−1 [25], as well as the local to-
tal core-collapse supernova rate for comparison, RCCSN =
7.05+1.43−1.25 × 104 Gpc−3yr−1 [129]. Over-plotted as red and
green horizontal bands are the range of ejecta masses ob-
tained from numerical simulations for post-merger accre-
tion disk outflows and dynamical ejecta, respectively (see
Sec. 3).
The total amount of r-process material in the galaxy
can be roughly estimated to Mr,MW,A≥69 ≈ 2.6× 104M,
assuming a total stellar mass of the Milky Way of
(6.43 ± 0.63) × 1010M [136] and a mean r-process
abundance pattern for stars in the Galactic disk similar
to solar [132]. This assumes a ‘closed box’ and thus, in
particular, neglects the r-process material lost in Galactic
outflows. Such outflows due to energy and momentum
injection in star forming regions [137,138] can be sizable;
in the case of the Galactic disk, the instantaneous mass
loss rate is thought to be of the order of tens of percent
of the star formation rate (e.g., [139,140]). Therefore, the
requirement to produce the estimated current Galactic
r-process content only represents a lower bound on
Galactic r-process production, i.e., a necessary ‘test’
any major r-process pollution source has to pass; the
actual required amount of r-process material may be
significantly higher.
The production of Mr,MW of r-process material in the
Milky Way is, in principle, degenerate with respect to the
average rate RMW and yield per event Mej [12,77,141],
Mr,MW = MejRMWtMW, (3)
where tMW ≈ 10 Gyr is the age of the Milky Way. In
translating this average rate over the lifetime of the Milky
Way into a current rate one needs to make an assumption
about the underlying enrichment process and the evolu-
tion of its rate as a function of redshift (i.e., cosmic time).
For the purpose of this discussion, we shall assume that
such enrichment can either be provided by NS mergers
or by a rare subclass of CCSNe (such as collapsars [135],
see Sec. 6, or MHD supernovae, see Sec. 7). We employ
the calibrated rate model of Ref. [135] to obtain the cor-
responding evolution of rates as a function of redshift,
assuming that CCSNe follow the star-formation history of
the Milky Way with negligible delay, while NS mergers fol-
low with a delay-time distribution ∝ t−1 and a minimum
delay time of 20 Myr; the results are depicted in Fig. 4.
The star-formation history of the Milky Way is assumed
to follow the cosmic star formation history [134]. We find
that the current event rates for NS mergers and CCSNe
(or collapsars) are, respectively, roughly a factor of two
and five lower than their cosmic average. The degeneracy
of producing the total r-process content in the Milky Way
is shown in Fig. 3 by the black line and corresponding gray
shaded region, assuming a factor of two uncertainty in the
total ejecta mass estimate (due to order-unity uncertain-
ties in the r-process pattern) and accounting for the fact
that the current event rate may be lower with respect to
the average event rate by a factor of up to five.
The rate-yield degeneracy in producing the total r-
process content of the Milky Way is broken by measure-
ments of the radioactive r-process isotope 244Pu with half-
life of 81 Myr [12]. Suitable radioactive isotopes make it
possible to break this degeneracy due to the fact that
abundances of such isotopes in the inter-stellar medium
(ISM) at a given location are determined by the local
production history on the time scale of their mean lives
(rather than by the entire galactic production history).
The discrepancy in abundances of a factor of ∼ 10−2 be-
tween measurements of 244Pu in the early solar system,
based on abundance measurements of daughter nuclei in
meteorites and ancient rocks [142], and the accumulation
of 244Pu from the ISM onto the Earth’s deep sea floor
over the past ≈ 25 Myr [11] requires low-rate, high-yield
enrichment events, rather than high-rate, low-yield events
[12]. The allowed parameter space obtained in Ref. [12],
translated to an r-process pattern starting at A = 69, is
indicated as a yellow shaded region in Fig. 3. This ex-
cludes ordinary CCSNe as potential contributors to the
heavy r-process, corroborating previous theoretical argu-
ments showing that the conditions for a strong (second-
to-third peak) r-process are not met in such supernova
environments [6,7,9,10].
The rate-yield degeneracy is also broken by observa-
tions of strong r-process enrichment at low metallicity in
dwarf galaxies in the halo of the Milky Way. The combi-
nation of strong upper limits on Eu production in some
ultra-faint dwarf galaxies and strong enhancements of Eu
in other ultra-faint dwarfs [13,143] as well as in other
dwarf galaxies favors rare high-yield events (≈1 event per
103 CCSNe) [130]. The likelihood analysis of [130] can be
translated to a rate-yield constraint on r-process produc-
tion in the Milky Way by normalizing to the current total
CCSN rate in the Milky Way. Modeling the rates of CC-
SNe as discussed above, we obtain a mean CCSN rate for
the Milky Way of ≈ 3 × 105 Gpc−3 yr−1. The translated
log-likelihood contours are depicted in Fig. 3.
In metal-poor halo stars of the Milky Way, whose
abundances of α-elements suggest they have been pol-
luted by just a single CCSN, strong enhancements in
Eu, again suggestive of only a single r-process pollution
event, place a lower limit on the total r-process mass per
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Figure 3. Constraints on galactic r-process enrichment including neutron star mergers, in terms of ejecta mass per enrichment
event versus galactic or current (local) volumetric event rate. Shown are the local binary neutron star merger rate as inferred by
LIGO/Virgo [25], and the local total core-collapse supernova rate for comparison [129], with uncertainties indicated by dashed
lines and colored bands. The ejecta mass for GW170817 represents the red (lanthanide-bearing) emission of the kilonova with
uncertainties as discussed in Sec. 2. The horizontal red and green bands represent the range of ejecta masses for post-merger
accretion disk outflows and dynamical ejecta in binary NS mergers as discussed in Sec. 3. The yellow shaded region corresponds
to constraints on r-process enrichment from measurements of 244Pu in the deep sea crust and from the early solar system [12].
The color-coded log-likelihood contours depict rate-yield constraints from an analysis of dwarf galaxies in the halo of the Milky
Way [130], translated to r-process enrichment of the Milky Way disk. Also shown is the constraint from metal-poor halo stars
of Ref. [131] (“MP stars”). The gray shaded region corresponds to the total amount of r-process material in the Milky Way
disk. All mass estimates are computed assuming the solar r-process abundance pattern [132] starting at mass numbers A ≥ 69.
See the text for details.
enrichment event. Using the largest [Eu/H] enhancement
among such stars and normalizing to the ISM mass swept
up by the enrichment blast wave, Ref. [131] places a lower
limit of ≈ 3 ×10−4M per event [141] (translated to an
explosion energy of > 1050 valid for both NS mergers and
GRB supernovae, i.e., collapsars, and assuming an ISM
density of 1 cm−3; indicated as “MP stars” in Fig. 3).
This constraint again favors high-yield events, and, in
combination with the galactic yield (see Eq. (3) above),
low-rate events, disfavoring CCSNe. It depends on the
explosion energy and on the density of the surrounding
ISM, which is typically lower for NS mergers than for
collapsars, as NS mergers tend to merge away from
their birth sites due to systemic kicks received from the
supernova explosions [144,130].
Assuming that GW170817 was a typical binary NS
merger in terms of ejecta masses, Fig. 3 shows that NS
mergers are consistent with all constraints on r-process en-
richment discussed above. In particular, Fig. 3 highlights
how well ejecta from the post-merger accretion disk satisfy
these constraints and provide a natural theoretical expla-
nation for heavy r-process nucleosynthesis in such merg-
ers. Therefore, in principle, NS mergers could account for
most or even the entire amount of galactic heavy r-process
material [35,145,141]. However, large uncertainties exist
regarding both the NS merger rate and the exact quan-
tity of ejecta (see Sec. 2). Additionally, as noted above, the
constraint on the total Galactic r-process content neglects
the effect of Galactic outflows and thus only represents a
minimal requirement for total r-process nucleosynthesis;
an additional source may be needed. Furthermore, at a
closer look, there exist several challenges for NS merger
models in explaining the Galactic r-process abundances,
which we shall now discuss.
5 Challenges for merger-only r-process
enrichment
Galactic r-process enrichment solely based on NS mergers
faces several challenges, which we shall outline below.
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Figure 4. Volumetric rates of core-collapse supernovae,
neutron-star mergers, and collapsars as a function of redshift
for the cosmic star formation history [134], assuming rates as
defined in the model by [135]. Average rates are indicated by
dashed lines. Core-collapse supernovae (and collapsars, being a
rare subclass thereof) follow the star formation history directly,
while neutron-star mergers follow with a ∝ t−1 delay-time dis-
tribution.
(i) Galactic r-process at low metallicities
It remains an open question whether NS mergers can ac-
count for the high Eu enrichment at low metallicities ob-
served in stars of the Milky Way halo, as such mergers
typically occur with a substantial delay with respect to
star formation. While cosmological zoom-in simulations
taking into account hydrodynamic mixing processes can
explain the observed [Eu/Fe] abundance ratios and scat-
ter at least at metallicities [Fe/H] & −2 [146,147]3, ob-
served abundance ratios and scatter at lower metallicities
([Fe/H] < −2) still remain difficult to explain [149]. Other
studies taking inhomogeneous mixing into account cannot
reproduce the observed amount and spread of [Eu/Fe] for
[Fe/H] . −3 to [Fe/H] ≈ −2 [150,151], unless NS bina-
ries merge within an extremely short delay time of 10 Myr
[150]. It was argued that the required r-process enhance-
ment and scatter at [Fe/H] . −3 can be obtained with
more realistic NS merger delay times by assuming a hier-
archical assembly of the Galactic halo by merging of sub-
halos, if the star formation efficiencies are lower for less
massive sub-halos [152,153,154] and if NS merger ejecta
from one halo can cross-pollute other proto-galaxies and
the intergalactic matter [155]; the higher metal loss rates
due to shallower gravitational potentials of these sub-halos
shift abundance features to lower metallicity.
(ii) r-process in ultra-faint dwarf galaxies
Recent observations of strong Eu-enhanced stars in ultra-
faint dwarf galaxies in the halo of the Milky Way [13,143]
challenge the NS merger scenario for r-process enrichment.
3 For a discussion of the differences in Refs. [146] and [147]
with regard to explaining the observed abundance ratios, see
Refs. [148,149].
This is because such dwarfs have very small escape speeds
of ∼ 10 km s−1 and very short epochs of star formation
of . 1 Gyr. NS binaries must thus have both very small
systemic kick velocities and short merger timescales of at
most a few hundred Myr, in order to be retained in the
galaxy and to feed r-process enriched material back into
star formation.
Ref. [130] argues that a sizable fraction of such “rapid
mergers” exist which have center of mass velocities com-
parable to the escape speed of the galaxy. The existence
of such rapid mergers, however, strongly depends on the
assumed initial binary separation (they are dominated by
small-eccentricity systems whose timescale for merger is
determined by the initial separation). Pre-supernova bi-
nary separations cannot be too tight, however, as surviv-
ing binaries would usually receive post-supernova systemic
velocities that unbind such systems from their host galaxy.
Furthermore, even with low kick velocities, the extremely
shallow gravitational potentials lead to mergers at typi-
cally large offsets from star-forming regions, which results
in dilution of r-process material available for internal en-
richment, in tension with observed abundances [156].
Another possibility for enrichment is through ultra-
fast mergers from extremely hardened binaries that un-
derwent a second phase of Case BB mass transfer [157]
and merge before its post-supernova systemic velocity un-
binds it from the galaxy [158,159].4 While the probability
of such mergers might still be high enough to explain the
Eu enhancement in some more massive ultra-faint dwarf
galaxies such as Tucana III, the probability seems too low
to explain enrichment in less massive ultra-faint dwarfs
such as Reticulum II [158,159]. In particular, Ref. [159]
finds that ≈ 6% and ≈ 1% of Tucana III-like and Retic-
ulum II-like dwarfs would have an enrichment event, re-
spectively, which is in tension with ≈ 20% of ultra-faint
dwarfs showing r-process enhancements.
(iii) Globular clusters
Globular clusters with large observed internal r-process
abundance spreads [165,166,167,168] are arguably even
more challenging for NS merger enrichment models than
ultra-faint dwarf galaxies discussed above. This is because
of the very brief star formation periods (.10 − 100 Myr)
of globular cluster progenitors, their shallow gravitational
potentials with escape speeds of 10− 100 km s−1 and very
small physical sizes of only a few parsec (for recent reviews
see, e.g., Refs. [169,170]). While dynamically formed bi-
naries merge far too late and can thus be ruled out as
r-process enrichment candidates [159], ultra-fast mergers
resulting from standard binary evolution through a Case
4 Roche lobe overflow resulting from expansion of a helium-
star after core helium depletion is referred to as Case BB mass
transfer [160,161,162,163]. Such mass transfer is thought to
give rise to extremely hardened binary neutron stars with or-
bital separations . 0.1R and coalescense times & 1 kyr [157,
164].
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BB mass transfer phase might be able to explain the ob-
served fraction of r-process enriched globular clusters, al-
beit with some tension [159]. However, for such mergers
to be viable enrichment candidates there must be dense,
star-forming gas in the globular cluster ∼ 30 − 50 Myr
after the initial burst of star formation [159]. This burst
typically only lasts for ≈10 Myr, after which the first su-
pernovae of massive stars efficiently remove the natal gas
embedded in the globular cluster. Hence, scenarios for re-
distributing gas in such clusters on longer timescales need
to be invoked, such as, e.g., winds from asymptotic giant
branch stars [171].
(iv) r-process in the Galactic disk
It has been pointed out that the evolution of Eu relative
to iron at high metallicities (in the Milky Way disk) ap-
pears to be inconsistent with r-process enrichment from
NS mergers [175,141] (see also [135,176]). At such late
times, Fe is produced by Type Ia SN, which follow the
same delay time distribution ∝ t−1 as NS mergers. As a
result, the delay time distributions ‘cancel out’ and the rel-
ative evolution of [Eu/Fe] is at best roughly flat or even
rising. However, the observed trend of [Eu/Fe] with re-
spect to metallicity [Fe/H] among disk stars has a neg-
ative slope. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which compares
observed [Eu/Fe] abundances at high metallicity to pre-
dictions from a one-zone chemical evolution model [135].
In order to obtain a decrease in [Eu/Fe], enrichment events
that more closely follow the star formation history of the
Milky Way are needed [135,176], such as a rare subclass
of CCSNe (e.g., collapsars; see Fig. 5 and below).
(v) r-process versus α-elements in the Galactic disk
Another challenge relates to the observed trend of r-
process elements (such as Eu) relative to α-elements (such
as Mg) for stars in the Galactic disk. Ref. [177] discusses
the fact that a higher europium vs. Mg content relative to
solar ([Eu/Mg] > 0) at metallicities of [Fe/H] ≈ −1 can-
not be obtained in simple chemical evolution models for
merger-only r-process enrichment. Essentially, r-process
production always lags behind α-element production
by CCSNe due to the delay-time distribution, which
precludes a negative trend at high metallicity. This is
illustrated in Fig. 5 employing the one-zone chemical
evolution model of Ref. [135]. In contrast, as shown in
Fig. 5, adding a dominant r-process contribution from
collapsars (which track the star formation history, as
α-elements do), together with the fact that collapsars
preferentially occur below a certain metallicity threshold
that is slightly sub-solar (see the discussion in Ref. [135]),
reproduces the observed [Eu/Mg] trend even in simple
chemical evolution models, and for the same set of
parameters as in (iv) (see also Sec. 6 and Fig. 7).
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Figure 5. Top: evolution of europium versus iron at high
metallicity. Shown are observed abundances from the SAGA
database [172,173] (light blue), and abundances specifically
for Galactic disk stars [174] (blue dots). They are compared
to predictions for the [Eu/Fe] evolution at late times using the
one-zone model in Ref. [135], assuming a minimum Supernova
Type Ia delay time of 400 Myr. Predictions for merger-only
r-process enrichment are shown in blue, while the fiducial com-
bined model of NS mergers and collapsars of [135] is shown in
red, for which the dominant contribution comes from collap-
sars (81% at the time of formation of the solar system). The
negative trend of [Eu/Fe] at late times cannot be reproduced
with NS mergers alone, but instead requires enrichment events
that more closely track the star formation rate, such as collap-
sars. Bottom: same as above, but showing the europium ver-
sus magnesium (alpha-element) trend for Galactic disk stars.
Again, the trend is not reproduced with NS mergers alone,
but can be obtained if the dominant contribution comes from
collapsars.
6 GW170817 points to collapsars as the
major source of r-process elements
The realization that a NS post-merger accretion disk
most likely ejected ≈0.05M of heavy r-process material
to generate the red kilonova emission of GW170817 (see
Secs. 2 and 3) suggests that similar physics may apply to
the neutrino-cooled accretion disks in collapsars, i.e., the
accretion disks that form around the final BH following
the supernova-triggering collapse of rapidly-rotating
massive stars, which are also thought to power long
GRBs [178]. Indeed, recent general-relativistic magne-
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tohydrodynamic simulations show that during the early
stages of collapsar accretion (those that also power the
GRB), disk wind ejecta are sufficiently neutron-rich and
robustly synthesize both light and heavy r-process nuclei
up to the third r-process abundance peak at mass number
A ∼ 195, in excellent agreement with the solar abundance
pattern [135].
The contribution of collapsars to the galactic r-process
can be estimated in several ways, both empirically and
theoretically (see [135] for details):
– Knowing the lanthanide-rich r-process ejecta mass
of GW170817 of ≈ 0.05M, one can estimate the
contribution of collapsars relative to mergers purely
empirically by using the isotropic-equivalent energies
and rates of short GRBs (mergers) versus long GRBs
(collapsars). Although collapsars occur less frequently
than mergers, the longer duration of long GRBs
compared to short GRBs and the correspondingly
larger amount of accreted mass imply higher r-process
ejecta masses for collapsars that overcompensate the
lower event rate by a factor of 4–30. Calibration to
GW170817 thus suggests that collapsars contribute
by far more r-process material to the Galaxy than NS
mergers (i.e., at least 80%). This is also consistent
with the requirement to reproduce the late-time
[Eu/Fe] trend for stars in the Milky Way disk (see
below and Fig. 5).
– An independent absolute estimate per event can be
derived empirically assuming that collapsars are re-
sponsible for the entire Galactic r-process. Integrating
over the Galactic star formation history and assum-
ing that collapsars follow the rate of long GRBs5 one
finds a per-event yield of 0.08− 0.3M for typical pa-
rameters. Employing the GW170817 ejecta mass this
estimate is consistent with the previous one.
– The per event contribution of collapsars can be the-
oretically estimated from the disk wind properties as
probed by the simulations in combination with theo-
retical models for fallback accretion from the collapsing
progenitor star, which typically yields few × 10−2M
to ∼ 1M of r-process material, consistent with the
second and first estimate.
Thus, somewhat ironically, GW170817 points to collap-
sars being the dominant contributor to heavy r-process
nucleosynthesis.
Figure 6 presents a comparison of the collapsar sce-
nario with the rate-yield constraints on heavy r-process
nucleosynthesis, analogous to Fig. 3 for NS mergers. We
note that although GRBs currently do not occur anymore
in our galaxy due to a metallicity threshold [179,180,183],
rates are expressed in terms of an effective current rate
using the rate model discussed above (see Fig. 4) for com-
parison with the NS merger case (Fig. 3). As evident from
Figs. 3 and 6, the somewhat lower rate and higher yield
per event of the collapsar scenario compared to NS merg-
ers is in arguably better agreement with the constraints
5 accounting for the fact that collapsars only occur up to a
certain metallicity threshold [179,180]
on r-process enrichment. As noted in Sec. 4, consistency
with these constraints implies that, in principle, based on
the average rate and yield, collapsars qualify as a candi-
date for the dominant Galactic r-process site. Given the
large uncertainties in both rates and yields for NS merg-
ers and collapsars, and due to the fact that Figs. 3 and
6 neglect r-process material lost in Galactic outflows, this
does not mean that only one of the two processes can be
operating. Rather, both enrichment mechanisms may be
contributing significantly to the Galactic r-process. At a
closer look, however, important differences between the
two r-process sites exist when comparing collapsars to the
challenges outlined in Sec. 5.
Collapsars either do not face or appear to resolve
the observational challenges for NS merger models
discussed in Sec. 5. This is because they result from
the core-collapse of massive stars with only a few Myr
lifetime and occur directly in the star-forming region
that gave birth to the massive star. This is consistent
with the observation that long GRBs follow the radial
distribution expected for star formation in disk galaxies
[184] and that they are spatially correlated with bright
star-forming regions within their host galaxies [185]. As a
result, r-process enrichment through collapsars does not
suffer from uncertainties and problems associated with
binary stellar evolution, binary kick velocities, and merger
delay times in various environments—challenges (i)-(iii)
listed in Sec. 5 are bypassed. Collapsars as a rare type
of core-collapse supernovae provide a source of prompt
enrichment for halo stars that is in better agreement
with current observations than neutron star mergers
[149] (but see also Ref. [186] for constraints in closed
‘single-supernovae’ environments). Prompt enrichment
without spatial dislocation is also favorable for r-process
enrichment in ultra-faint dwarfs and globular clusters
[156,159]. In order to illustrate how collapsars appear to
resolve challenges (iv) and (v), we again employ the one-
zone chemical evolution model from Ref. [135], allowing
for contributions from both NS mergers and collapsars.
As collapsars follow the star formation history without
significant delay, a dominant contribution by collapsars to
the galactic r-process reproduces the late-time decrease of
europium versus iron in the Milky Way disk (cf. Fig. 5).
Additionally, for the same set of parameters, the mean
trend of r-process versus α-elements for Galactic disk
stars is obtained (cf. Fig. 5). As a final remark, collapsars
occur mostly in low-metallicity environments [179] and
would thus be over-represented among the first genera-
tions of stars, which provides a natural explanation for
the observed carbon-enhanced metal-poor (CEMP) stars
with high r-process enrichment (e.g., [187]).
Observationally, one may hope to see direct evidence of
r-process nucleosynthesis from collapsars in the late-time
NIR lightcurves and spectra of nearby long GRB (broad-
lined Type Ic) supernovae. Such observational signatures
exist at late times, depending on how efficiently the r-
process material from the collapsar disk winds mix into
the supernova ejecta [135]. Detection of such features will
benefit from future observations of NS mergers with sensi-
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collapsars are taken from [135], while the rate of collapsars (long GRB rate corrected for beaming) is taken from [181], with a
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tive NIR telescopes, such as the James Webb Space Tele-
scope, which will help to identify unique signatures (line
features) of r-process nuclei in nebular spectra of kilonovae
(‘pure r-process sources’). Such observations can then be
compared to late-time GRB supernovae (‘giant kilonovae
in supernovae’) to help identify the presence of r-process
material.
7 MHD supernovae
Another contender for heavy r-process enrichment are
MHD supernovae [188,189,190]. While some simulations
found that magnetized jets in such supernova explosions
can give rise to a sizable amount of fast-expanding
neutron-rich ejecta [188,191,192], these events are chal-
lenged to eject significant amounts of heavy r-process
nuclei (mass numbers A & 130) when considering the
three-dimensional stability of the jets [193,194,195].
Additionally, if MHD supernovae did produce significant
amounts of heavy r-process elements, the high opacity of
the lanthanide material would be mixed with the 56Ni
of the supernova ejecta in a way that would likely be
incompatible with present observations (see Fig. 3 in
[135]).
Notwithstanding these issues, we shall here explore the
consequences for Galactic r-process enrichment if MHD
supernovae do indeed produce significant amounts of lan-
thanides. To this end, we modify the Galactic chemical
evolution model of Ref. [135] and add MHD supernovae
as an additional enrichment source. We assume that MHD
supernovae occur at 0.3% of the total CCSNe rate, the
higher end of the rate range considered by Ref. [151],
and assign a Eu yield of 1.4 × 10−5M per event [188,
151]. We assume that collapsars contribute 0.3M of iron
and 0.3M of r-process material per event [135]. As in
Ref. [135] and Fig. 7, we vary the neutron-star merger
contribution by renormalizing the fiducial neutron-star
merger rate calibrated to the LIGO-Virgo observations
(product of intrinsic rate and enrichment efficiency) by
a factor between 0.3 and 100. Figure 8 (top) shows the
resulting combined Galactic evolution of r-process enrich-
ment from collapsars, NS mergers, and MHD supernovae;
Tab. 1 lists the corresponding enrichment fractions of each
enrichment scenario to the total r-process content of the
Galaxy at the time of formation of the Solar System. Simi-
lar to the NS merger contribution, there are significant un-
certainties in the collapsar rate and yield. However, even
when using pessimistic collapsar rates and yields together
with optimistic MHD SNe rates and yields, we generally
find that contributions from MHD supernovae are sub-
dominant with respect to collapsars.
The bottom panel of Fig. 8 presents a comparison of
the above model to previous work (e.g., [151]) that con-
cluded that MHD supernovae can provide important con-
tributions to Galactic europium at low metallicities. We
neglect any contributions from collapsars and plot model
runs retaining NS mergers and MHD supernovae only as
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Figure 7. Evolution of heavy r-process versus α-elements at
high metallicity. Shown are observed europium vs. magnesium
abundances for galactic disk stars [174] (blue dots). They are
compared to predictions for the [Eu/Mg] evolution at late times
using the one-zone model in Ref. [135], assuming a minimum
Supernova Type Ia delay time of 400 Myr. Predictions for mod-
els with combined NS merger and collapsar contributions to
r-process enrichment are shown, labelled by the contribution
of collapsars to the total at the time of formation of the So-
lar System. The calibrated fiducial model of Ref. [135] (also
shown in Fig. 5) corresponds to the red curve. The observed
mean trend can only be obtained with a dominant contribution
from collapsars.
well as a model run with NS mergers only for reference
(red and blue curves, see bottom panel of Fig. 8). Those
are compared to a run using the assumed NS merger rate
and yields from Ref. [151] (1.28× 10−2M of total ejecta
per merger, including 10−4M europium, occuring at a
present probability of 3.4× 10−4 of the total CCSNe rate
or 24 Gpc−3 yr−1), see red-dashed curve in the bottom
panel of Fig. 8. While the contribution of MHD super-
novae with respect to NS mergers only is small in our
model, it is much more pronounced when adopting the NS
merger parameters of Ref. [151]. This is due to decreasing
the NS merger contribution relative to MHD supernovae
when adopting the latter parameters. Again, it should be
emphasized that the simple chemical evolution model em-
ployed here assumes instantaneous mixing and therefore
cannot predict scatter in abundances, it can only roughly
predict the expected mean abundance trend. In short, the
conclusion drawn here that if MHD supernovae produce
significant europium their contribution would likely be mi-
nor (even if collapsars are neglected) is not in contradic-
tion to previous work; it rather follows from updated NS
merger rates and yields, at least to leading order.
8 Light r-process elements and universality
While the discussion has so far mainly focused on the
origin of lanthanide-bearing material, we shall now also
briefly comment on r-process elements of the first-peak
and in-between first and second peak (light or ‘limited’
r-process elements, with atomic numbers Z < 50 or mass
numbers A < 115). In the following, I briefly point out
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Figure 8. Top: evolution of heavy r-process elements ver-
sus iron as a function of metallicity for scenarios including
NS mergers, collapsars, and optimistic MHD supernova yields
and rates. Observed abundances are from the SAGA database
[172,173] (light blue) and from [174] specifically for Galactic
disk stars blue dots). The fiducial NS merger enrichment rate
(intrinsic merger rate times enrichment efficiency) is varied be-
tween a factor of 0.3 and 100, and the resulting model curves
are labeled according to the overall contribution of collapsars
to the total Galactic r-process content at the time of formation
of the Solar System (see Tab. 1 for detailed contributions of
all enrichment sources). The contribution of MHD supernovae
is always sub-dominant with respect to collapsars (see the text
for details). The fiducial model (calibrated NS merger and col-
lapsar rates as in Ref. [135]) correspond to the red curve. Bot-
tom: calibrated fiducial model run as above, but setting the
collapsar contribution to zero (red) or only retaining the NS
merger contribution (blue). This is compared to a run includ-
ing NS merger and MHD supernovae with rates and yields from
Ref. [151] (red-dashed curve).
how both sites for heavy r-process element production dis-
cussed here (NS mergers and collapsars) can give rise to
intrinsic scatter in the light r-process elements.
It is interesting to note that the abundances of such
light r-process elements in stars of the ultra-faint dwarf
galaxy Reticulum II and some extremely metal-poor stars
(e.g., CS 22892-052) are significantly depleted with re-
spect to the solar system r-process abundances [13,196,
187]. In general, while abundances of heavy r-process el-
ements (lanthanides; Z > 56) in metal-poor stars in the
Milky Way halo and ultra-faint dwarfs show very little
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Table 1. Fraction of overall r-process material contributed
to the Galaxy by NS mergers (NSMs), collapsars, and MHD
supernovae (MHD SNe) at the time of formation of the So-
lar System. In order to illustrate different scenarios, the NSM
contribution is varied by changing the product of intrinsic rate
and enrichment efficiency fNSRNSNS, where the fiducial intrin-
sic rate is 1540 Gpc−3yr−1 [25]. The cases listed here are plot-
ted in Fig. 8 (see the text for details).
fNSRNSNS NSMs Collapsars MHD SNe
[0.5× 1540 Gpc−3yr−1] [%] [%] [%]
0.3 6.1 91.0 2.9
1.0 18.7 78.7 2.5
10 69.4 29.6 1.0
100 95.7 4.2 0.1
deviation from the scaled solar pattern (a ‘robust, quasi-
universal’ pattern from the second to the third r-process
peak), there is significant scatter among the abundances
of light r-process elements when scaled to heavier ele-
ments such as Eu, with some metal-poor stars showing
higher first-peak abundances than solar (up to 1.5 dex
scatter around the solar pattern; see, e.g., the compilation
of abundance patterns in Ref. [197]). The origin of this
scatter remains unclear, but has been interpreted as being
suggestive of lighter and heavier r-process elements being
produced at different r-process sites by different types of
r-processes (with the light elements being produced by a
“weak r-process” or “light-element primary process”) [196,
198,199,200].
In NS mergers, the production of exclusively light r-
process elements (Z < 56) manifests itself in early blue
kilonova emission, such as, most likely, the blue kilonova
emission in GW170817 (see Sec. 2), as a non-negligible lan-
thanide fraction would strongly increase the opacity of the
material and redden the transient [53,54,35]. The amount
of such ‘blue’ material depends on the amount of shock-
heated ejecta, which can vary by orders of magnitude de-
pending on the mass ratio of the binary and the EOS (see
the discussion in Sec. 3). It also depends on the amount
of mass lost through winds form a remnant NS, which,
depending on the lifetime of the object, can again vary by
orders of magnitude (cf. Sec. 3). Finally, a long-lived rem-
nant (&100 ms) can also turn a significant fraction of the
post-merger accretion disk winds into blue ejecta via its
strong neutrino radiation [120,121,122]. These ejecta com-
ponents superimpose with light r-process elements pro-
duced in the post-merger disk outflows, which possibly
somewhat under-produce the first-peak elements relative
to the solar pattern [69,71]. Finally, also the amount of
lanthanide-rich ejecta (disk and tidal ejecta) and thus the
relative amount of light versus heavy r-process elements
depends on binary parameters (binary mass ratio, total
mass) and the EOS (see Sec. 3).
As pointed out in Ref. [135], similar to NS post-merger
accretion disks collapsar accretion disks may give rise to
an r-process abundance pattern in good agreement with
the solar pattern (although possibly slightly under-pro-
ducing first-peak elements). Variations regarding light r-
process elements on top of this pattern result from a pe-
riod of collapsar fallback accretion at intermediate accre-
tion rates that additionally synthesizes ∼ few × 10−2 −
few×10−1M of exclusively light r-process material (due
to a reduced free neutron-to-seed ratio; cf. Table 1 of
[135]). Note also that the ratio of this light r-process con-
tribution to that of the main r-process material strongly
varies, depending on the exact stellar structure of the pro-
genitor (cf. Table 1 of [135]). Furthermore, during the early
GRB SN, launched from a rapidly-spinning and strongly-
magnetized proto-neutron star prior to collapse to a BH
[201,189,190], recent simulations accounting for the three-
dimensional stability of magnetized jets find that a mod-
erate quantity of . 10−2M of light r-process material
could additionally be ejected [194,195]. For particularly
strong magnetic fields, a fraction of this material could
also form lanthanides, but would be sub-dominant with
respect to the collapsar disk ejecta. Significant amounts
of heavy r-process elements from the GRB SN are likely
ruled out based on GRB lightcurves and spectra [135].
In conclusion, different fallback accretion histories result-
ing from different progenitor stars as well as diversity in
the GRB supernova explosion, depending on progenitor
properties (such as magnetic fields), naturally give rise to
variations in the light r-process element abundances.
As discussed above, both collapsars and NS mergers
can account for variations in the light r-process elements
by orders of magnitude. Therefore, explaining the ob-
served abundance variations in metal-poor stars does not
necessarily require the light and heavy r-process elements
to be produced in different astrophysical phenomena.
Rather, these variations can naturally be produced in the
same astrophysical phenomenon by intrinsic variations in
the ejecta properties owing to a complex phenomenology
of the events, which will be interesting to test with future
(kilonova) observations [202]. Universality among the
heavy r-process elements, instead, may be obtained from
a combination of fission [76,203] and the fact that the
nucleosynthesis conditions for heavy r-process elements
in disk outflows are expected to be very similar both
among individual collapsar and NS merger events and
when comparing NS merger to collapsar events6. The
latter aspect is due to a self-regulation mechanism in such
accretion disks that tends to regulate the disk into a state
of mild electron degeneracy [87,69]; this results in very
similar heavy r-process nucleosynthesis patterns across a
wide range of accretion rates above a critical accretion
rate for r-process production (cf., e.g., Fig. 1 in [135]).
6 If the EOS constraints deduced from GW170817 indeed
hold true, most binary NS mergers are expected to form mas-
sive post-merger accretion disks [99,68]; outflows from such
disks would then dominate the merger ejecta when averaged
over the binary NS merger population.
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9 Conclusion and outlook
GW170817 marked the beginning of a new era in astron-
omy, astrophysics, and nuclear physics. The spectacular
kilonova associated with GW170817, whose properties we
have discussed here, represents the first direct observation
of cosmic r-process nucleosynthesis. Its photometric and
spectral evolution is best described by a multi-component
(‘blue-red’) kilonova, which is also expected on theoretical
grounds for reasons discussed in detail in Sec. 3.
The observationally inferred kilonova parameters, ac-
counting for realistic uncertainties (Sec. 2), suggest post-
merger accretion disk outflows as the astrophysical pro-
duction site of the heavy r-process elements (lanthanide-
bearing ejecta) in this event [87,69,70]. As discussed, such
outflows provide a natural explanation for the combina-
tion of high ejecta mass, small ejecta velocity, and high
neutron richness of the observed red kilonova emission,
which none of the other known types of merger ejecta
simultaneously satisfy. The blue kilonova emission most
likely originated in a combination of shock-heated ejecta
and winds from a temporarily stable remnant NS. The ob-
served blue emission after the first data point 11 h post-
merger does require radioactive heating from a significant
amount of blue merger ejecta (Eq. 2), as energy input at
the time of merger due to cocoon heating [204] would have
been degraded due to adiabatic expansion [72].
The interpretation of the blue-red kilonova generated
by shock-heated ejecta and winds from a remnant NS
(blue emission), as well as outflows from a post-merger
accretion disk (red emission), requires a soft EOS (small
NS radii). As discussed, this simultaneously maximizes the
amount of shock-heated ejecta, leads to a temporarily sta-
ble remnant NS (cf. Fig. 2) that launches additional winds,
and leaves a massive post-merger accretion disk. The life-
time of the remnant NS is constrained to be at least a few
tens of ms, in order to allow for significant mass ejection
through winds to occur, and less than hundreds of ms,
as otherwise strong neutrino radiation from the remnant
would turn a significant fraction of the disk outflows into
lanthanide-free (blue) ejecta. The upper bound on the life-
time is also consistent with the inferred kinetic energy of
the ejecta, which would have been significantly higher, as
the remnant inevitably transfers energy to the ejecta on
longer timescales [205]. This consistent picture of the red
and blue kilonova also has important implications for the
EOS, as it puts tight constraints on the maximum mass of
neutron stars (e.g., [205]) as well as on the tidal deforma-
bility [99].
While, in principle, NS mergers could account for most
or all of the galactic r-process elements (assuming that
GW170817 was a typical merger), we have discussed how
GW170817 actually points to collapsars as the main con-
tributor to the galactic r-process [135] (Sec. 6). Compared
to NS mergers, collapsars arguably better satisfy exist-
ing constraints on heavy r-process nucleosynthesis, such
as constraints from 244Pu [12], Eu enrichment in dwarf
galaxies [130], the rate-yield constraints from the total
galactic r-process content, and the respective event rate
constraints (cf. Secs. 4, 6 and Figs. 3, 6). The collapsar
scenario also bypasses and solves a number of problems
that afflict merger-only enrichment models (Sec. 5) for
the Galactic r-process in various environments, both at
low and high metallicities.
There are a few caveats regarding the interpretation
discussed here. Neutron star mergers are so far the only
enrichment source with direct observational evidence for r-
process nucleosynthesis; direct observational evidence for
heavy element production in collapsars and other con-
tenders such as MHD SNe is still to be gathered. Further
work is required to assess the robustness of the nucleosyn-
thesis products of all enrichment sources (NS mergers, col-
lapsars, MHD SNe) with respect to weak interactions and
neutrino transport. Effects of magnetic fields also intro-
duce uncertainty regarding the nucleosynthesis products.
While this is less of an issue for neutron star post-merger
accretion disks and collapsars, where magnetic fields are
self-consistently amplified by the magnetorotational in-
stability from arbitrarily weak magnetic seed fields, the
assumed magnetic field strengths in the progenitor core
appears to be crucial for predicting r-process abundances
in MHD SNe; stable jets that lead to lanthanides produc-
tion likely require unrealistically high progenitor magnetic
field strengths with the current treatment of neutrino in-
teractions [194]. Finally, more detailed chemical evolution
studies are required to reflect on the consequences and im-
portance of different enrichment mechanisms in the future;
however, the simple model employed here is well suited to
illustrate the issues and open questions.
GW170817 marked the beginning of a bright future
for the study of cosmic nucleosynthesis. If the EOS is in-
deed rather soft as suggested by GW170817, then mas-
sive post-merger accretion disks are a ubiquitous phe-
nomenon [99,68], and one would expect many future merg-
ers to show massive and slow red kilonova components
[69] (assuming that the NS masses are consistent with
the galactic distribution of double NS systems7 [206]). In
this sense, GW170817 would be a typical merger. How-
ever, GW170817 is only one specific case, and its inter-
pretation is based on emission seen from one particular
viewing angle. We will soon observe qualitatively different
scenarios from various viewing angles and start to under-
stand the rich phenomenology of binary NS mergers and,
hopefully, of BH–NS mergers and their implications for
r-process nucleosynthesis. We expect to see qualitatively
new features in future events, examples of which are very
early blue emission due to a neutron precursor [95] or en-
ergy injection from a relativistic jet into merger ejecta (co-
coon heating) [207,36]. Significantly unequal mass mergers
could lead to strong tidal ejecta components, which if suffi-
ciently neutron-rich for fission cycling may lead to actinide
over-production [208]. This may provide insights into the
origin of actinide-boost stars, which comprise roughly 30%
of all metal-poor stars with strong r-process enhancement
[209,210,211]. Furthermore, the diversity of merger events
7 Note that whether or not the merger leads to a prompt col-
lapse to a BH (and thus to the absence of a massive post-merger
accretion disk) depends on the total binary mass relative to the
maximum NS mass.
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may also help us understand scatter in the abundances
of light r-process elements (first-to-second peak elements;
cf. Sec. 8), as well as provide insight into the universality
of the heavy r-process. The formation of a long-lived or
stable remnant NS [212,213,214], for instance, could lead
to an essentially lanthanide-free (blue) merger event. In
parallel, experimental nuclear facilities such as TRIUMF
and FRIB will experimentally characterize a large num-
ber of r-process nuclei over the next decade. Together with
advanced hydrodynamic evolution codes this will enable
precision astrophysical modeling of various r-process sites.
Observations with future sensitive NIR telescopes,
such as the James Webb Space Telescope, may allow us
to identify unique signatures of heavy r-process nuclei
in kilonova emission to directly infer the composition
of merger ejecta. Applied to future GRB supernovae at
late times, one may be able to directly probe r-process
production by collapsars. Together with more precise
merger rates and ejecta masses from a statistical ensem-
ble of events, the relative contribution of NS mergers
to collapsars can be more tightly constrained. This has
important consequences for r-process enrichment in
metal-poor halo stars, dwarf galaxies, globular clusters,
the Milky Way disk, and for the dynamical assembly of
the Milky Way halo.
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